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Dominating Sets in Wireless Networks

Manki Min� Raghuram Lanka� Xiao Huang� Ding-Zhu Du�
AbstratA wireless ad-ho network is a wireless, multihop network without an infrastruture.And due to the limited resoures of hosts in the network, the resoure utilization be-omes more ritial. As a result, onstrution of virtual bakbones in wireless ad-honetworks gets more attrative. In this paper, we present a distributed approximationsheme for minimum onneted dominating sets in unit-disk graphs whih an serve asa virtual bakbone in the network. Our algorithm has the performane ratio of 7 andthe message omplexity of O(n logn), whih are the best among the shemes in theliterature.
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1 Introdution
A wireless ad-ho network is a wireless, multihop network in whih eah node ommu-niates with other nodes using only shared hannels suh as wireless radio waves. Andwireless medium has, by nature, limited transmitting power whih leads to the limitationof transmission distane. This property makes it feasible to model the network topology inunit-disk graphs. Sine there is no infrastruture suh as bakbones to exploit, the resoureutilization is muh more ineÆient than wired, infrastrutured networks. Moreover, sineeah node has very limited resoures, the resoure utilization beomes a more importantissue in ad-ho networks.A onneted dominating set is a set of nodes suh that every node in the set an be in-teronneted and every node that is not in the set is a neighbor of a node in the set. In otherwords, suh a onneted dominating set an at as a bakbone in a wired, infrastruturednetwork. Wan et al proposed a distributed algorithm to onstrut a minimum onneteddominating set in unit-disk graphs whih has the performane ratio of at most 8 and themessage omplexity of O(n log n) [10℄. Meanwhile, Cardei et al also proposed a distributedalgorithm with the performane ratio of 8 and the message omplexity of O(n�), where �is the maximum degree [1℄. And reent works toward a minimum onneted dominating setin [6℄, [11℄, [9℄, [3℄ have non-onstant performane ratios and message omplexities greaterthan O(n log n).In this paper, we present a new distributed algorithm to onstrut a minimum on-neted dominating set in unit-disk graphs with a performane ratio of 7 and the messageomplexity of O(n log n). Our algorithm uses a Steiner tree approximation to interonnetthe dominating set. Chen et al proposed a 3-approximation for the problem of the Steinertree with minimum number of Steiner points where eah edge in the tree is bounded by aonstant [2℄. Sine the maximal independent set, whih is a dominating set, that an befound by Wan et al's algorithm has some interesting properties, we an use Steiner treeapproah to interonnet the dominating set. Those properties will be desribed later indetail.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 briey desribes theproblem of the Steiner tree with minimum number of Steiner points in unit-disk graphs andshow how we an use Chen et al's result in our algorithm. In setion 3, we �rst desribe theproblem of the minimum onneted dominating set in unit-disk graphs and then explainthe interesting properties of the maximal independent set that an be found by Wan et al'salgorithm. We present our 7-approximation sheme and its simulation results in setion 4and 5, respetively and then our onlusions in setion 6.
2 ST-MNSP-in-UDG
Given a unit-disk graph and a set of verties, alled terminals, the Steiner tree with minimumnumber of Steiner points in unit-disk graphs problem (ST-MNSP-in-UDG) is to �nd aSteiner tree interonneting all terminals with minimum number of Steiner points, while apair of terminals an be interonneted if and only if the distane of the two terminals is atmost 1.Chen et al [2℄ showed that the Steiner tree problem with minimum number of Steinerpoints (STP-MSP) has a 3-approximation sheme. And in the proess of their proof, theyshowed that a minimum spanning tree approah has a performane ratio lose to 3. Inthis setion, we show that ST-MNSP-in-UDG also has an approximation sheme with aperformane ratio lose to 3.
Lemma 1 ST-MNSP-in-UDG is NP-hard.

Proof. Lin and Xue [8℄ showed that the Steiner tree problem with minimum number ofSteiner points and bounded edge-length (STP-MSPBEL) is NP-hard. STP-MSPBEL anbe desribed as follows: Given a set of terminals in a two-dimensional Eulidean plane, anda positive onstant R, STP-MSPBEL asks for a Steiner tree interonneting all terminalswith minimum number of Steiner points where every edge in the tree has a length at most R.In ST-MNSP-in-UDG, the Steiner tree interonnets all terminals with minimum number ofSteiner points and every edge in the tree has a length at most 1. Hene ST-MNSP-in-UDG3



Figure 1: Steiner tree and steinerized MST
an be onsidered as an instane of STP-MSPBEL in whih R is 1. Sine STP-MSPBEL isNP-hard, ST-MNSP-in-UDG is also NP-hard. �

Moreover, we an obtain the same properties of a shortest optimal solution for ST-MNSP-in-UDG as those of a shortest optimal solution for STP-MSP.Any shortest optimal solution for ST-MNSP-in-UDG has the following properties:(1) No two edges ross eah other.(2) Two edges meeting at a vertex form an angle of at least 60Æ.(3) If two edges form an angle of exatly 60Æ, then they have the same length.As a result, there always exists a shortest optimal Steiner tree T � for ST-MNSP-in-UDGsuh that every vertex in T � has degree at most �ve. Sine it is hard to �nd an optimalSteiner tree, we �nd a minimum spanning tree and steinerize the tree by adding Steinerpoints on edges longer than 1 as desribed in Figure 1. The resulting tree will be alled asteinerized minimum spanning tree, SMST in short. Chen et al [2℄ showed that an SMSTis an approximation for STP-MSP with a performane ratio lose to 3.
Lemma 2 Let T � be a shortest optimal solution for ST-MNSP-in-UDG and T be an SMST.And let S� and S be the number of Steiner points in T � and T , respetively. Then jSj �3jS�j+ 1.

Proof. Chen et al proved the above Lemma for the problem STP-MSP. Sine the prob-lem ST-MNSP-in-UDG is an instane of the problem STP-MSP where the bound of everyedge is 1 instead of an arbitrary onstant value, ST-MNSP-in-UDG also preserves the above
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property. �
Note that it is merely a minimum spanning tree with Steiner points on long edges thatthe above approximation sheme �nds. In our approximation sheme, the given points asan input to ST-MNSP-in-UDG has some important properties whih will be desribed innext setion.

3 MCDS-in-UDG
Given a unit-disk graph and a set of verties, the minimum onneted dominating setproblem, MCDS in short, is to �nd a subset of verties with a minimum ardinality todominate all verties in the unit-disk graph.It has been known that MCDS is NP-hard in unit-disk graphs [5℄. Currently, imple-mented best known approximation for MCDS in unit-disk graphs has performane ratio of8 [10℄ [1℄. Wan et al [10℄ presented a distributed onstrution of a onneted dominatingset in wireless ad ho networks. In their algorithm, they �rst �nd a maximal independentset R and then interonnet the maximal independent set. They showed that R has aninteresting property. The below lemma from [10℄ desribes the property.
Lemma 3 Any pair of omplementary subsets of R are separated by exatly two hops.

By de�nition, any two nodes in a maximal independent set are separated by at leasttwo hops. Wan et al showed that we an always �nd a two-hop path between any pair ofomplementary subsets of R. Now onsider a minimum spanning tree T for R. Sine R isan independent set, any edge in T must have a distane greater than 1. In terms of SMST,this means that any edge in T must have at least one Steiner points on it. A spanning treefor R onstruted using only those two-hop paths as edges will have minimum number ofSteiner points sine any edge in any spanning tree for R must have a distane at least 1.This implies that every edge of a minimum spanning tree of R has a length between 1 and2 and hene every edge has exatly one Steiner point on it.5



And using the above property, we an ompute the upper bound for jRj as in thefollowing Lemma.Lemma 4 Let C� be an optimal solution for MCDS in a unit-disk graph. Then jRj �4jC�j � 1.Proof. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between R and C�. White nodes and blaknodes denote nodes in C� and R, respetively. In (b), () and (d), threaded lines and dashedlines denote distanes less than or equal to one and greater than one, respetively.Figure 2 (a) shows that any pair of blak nodes must have an angle greater than 60Æ withtheir white ommon neighbor. Note that asin� = bsin� = sin  . Consider a triangle onsistingof two blak nodes and one white node at eah three angle point, as in Figure 2 (a). Suppose� � 60Æ and b � . Sine �+�+  = 180Æ, 120Æ � �+  < 180Æ. Sine b � , sin � � sin ,so  � � � 180Æ � . Now we have  � � and � < 180Æ � . Sine 120Æ � � +  � 2�,� � 60Æ. Now we have two ases: (i) � � 90Æ. In this ase, learly sin� � sin�. Henea � b. (ii) � > 90Æ. In this ase, � < � +  = 180Æ � �. Hene we get a < b. Therefore, wean onlude that if � � 60Æ, then a � b.Now onsider a single white node and two onneted white nodes. As in Figure 2 (b) and(), if we divide the whole neighborhood of a single white node and two onneted whitenodes equally by 60Æ, we get 6 and 8 blak neighbors, respetively. As a result, we anonlude that a single white node an have at most 5 blak neighbors and two onnetedwhite nodes an have at most 7 blak neighbors.Now we ompute the upper bound for jRj. Sine C� is a dominating set, every node in Rmust have a neighbor in C�. Sine C� is onneted, any node in C� has at least one neighborin C�, as in Figure 2 (d). v an have at most 4 blak neighbors whih are adjaent onlyto v and not to u. Now onsider any preorder traversal of an arbitrary spanning tree forC�. Let 1; : : : ; k be the traversal of C�. Partition R into R1; : : : ; Rk, where Ri = fv 2 R: d(i; v) � 1 and d(j; v) > 1; j < ig. Sine 1 and 2 are onneted, jR1j + jR2j � 7. Forany k, k � 3, jRkj � 4. Therefore jRj =Pki=1 jRij � 7 + 4(k � 2) = 4k � 1. �
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Figure 2: R and C�
In this paper, as an appliation of Lemma 2, we show a polynomial-time 7-approximationand ompare it with other implemented approximations by omputational experiments.

4 Approximation sheme
The basi idea of our approximation is to ombine the two approximations from [2℄ and[10℄. First, using the MIS onstrution in [10℄, �nd a maximal independent set R. Notethat every maximal independent set is a dominating set. Next, in order to interonnet R,we �nd an SMST T for R. Sine R is a dominating set, T ontains a dominating set and Tis onneted. Up to now, T is not a onneted dominating set, but it has some importantproperties.
Lemma 5 Let T � be an optimal solution for ST-MNSP-in-UDG on input R and S� the setof Steiner points in T �. Let C� be an optimal solution for MCDS on the given terminals.Then jS�j � jC�j

Proof. Sine C� is a dominating set, every node in R must be either in C� or a neighborof a node in C�. This implies that the tree TR[C� spanning R[C� is a Steiner tree for R andall the Steiner points lie in C�. If a node v in R is in C�, then v annot be a Steiner pointin the tree TR[C� . Hene the number of Steiner points in TR[C� is at most jC�j � jR\C�j.Sine T � is an optimal solution, jS�j � jC�j � jR \ C�j. Therefore jS�j � jC�j. �
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Figure 3: SMST and CDS
4.1 Transformation of SMST into CDSAs said in the beginning of this setion, what we found is an SMST T for the maximalindependent set R while what we want to �nd is a onneted dominating set for the giventerminals. We an transform T into a onneted dominating set as follows: Lemma 3 impliesthat in T , every edge has exatly one Steiner point on it and that for eah edge, there mustbe a node whih interonnets both ends of the edge. So we an always �nd the set S0 ofnodes suh that jS0j is less than or equal to the number of Steiner points in T and the graphindued by R [ S0 is onneted. Next, we desribe how to �nd suh a set S0.Let G be the given graph. Let VG be the set of gray nodes whih have at least two blakneighbors. Now onsider two graphs G1 and G2. G1 is a subgraph of G indued by R [ VGand G2 = fR;E2g is a graph s.t. (a; b) 2 E2 () a and b have a 2-hop paths in G. Thento �nd a Steiner minimum tree for R from G1, in whih Steiner points are hosen fromVG, is equivalent to �nd an SMST for R from G2. This is illustrated in Figure 3. In this�gure, (b) represents an SMST and () repretents a Steiner minimum tree. And the Steinerminimum tree for R makes a CDS for G. Note that the number of nodes in S0 is at most thenumber of edges in an SMST. In our proedure, we use a fragment-inremental approahsimilar to the proedure to �nd a minimum-weight spanning tree in [7℄. The proedure in[7℄ is arried on by eah blak node, but our proedure is arried on by eah gray nodewhih represents a 2-hop path between two blak nodes.Based on the relationship between an SMST and an CDS, we form a CDS by mergingblak fragments, whih are individual blak nodes initially, with a seletion of a gray node.
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And a blak node selets a gray node based on the following rules: 1. A blak node seletsa gray neighbor whih will form the largest fragment. 2. A gray node whih will form aloop in the SMST should not be seleted. The �rst rule is to �nd a minimum number ofgray nodes. The seond rule guarantees that as long as the resulting graph is onneted, itforms a tree in the SMST topology. To enfore the seond rule, if the urrent fragment of ablak node already has all the blak neighbors of a gray neighbor, then the gray neighbor ismarked as white and does not partiipate in the proedure any more. And our proedurewill �nally output a single fragment. Suppose the output forms more than one fragment,say F1 and F2. By Lemma 3, initially there should be v1; v2 in F1; F2, respetively, suhthat v1 and v2 has a ommon gray neighbor v3. Sine F1 and F2 are not merged, v3 mush bemarked as white during the proedure. But in order to mark a gray node as white, all theblak neighbors of the gray node must be already in a fragment of v1 or v2, say F1, whihimplies that v2 is already in F2. As a result, F1 and F2 are atually a single fragment.
4.2 Loal optimizationDuring the proedure, some blak nodes in R an be removed without breaking the onne-tivity or the dominating set property of the resulting graph. We an redue the number ofdominators by removing those redundant blak nodes. Note that if a blak node is redundantduring the proedure, it will also be redundant after the proedure. Here, we onentrate onidentifying redundant blak nodes in R after the proedure for interonneting R. Hereafterwe use blak nodes to denote nodes in R.After interonneting R, some gray nodes turn into blak and others turn into whiteand every blak node is in the same fragment. If a gray node turns into blak, then itmeans that the node is neessary to onnet blak nodes. In other words, white nodes maynot onnet blak nodes and must be dominated by some blak node. Hene, in a blaknode's point of view, its blak neighbor v is redundant if it's onneted to every otherblak neighbor of v. In this ase, v's role in CDS is just for dominating, refer to Figure 4(a). Also, in a white node's point of view, its blak neighbor v is redundant if it an be
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Figure 4: Redundany of a blak node v
overed by another blak node, as in (b). The above will be the initial �ltering of triviallyredundant blak nodes. Among the remaining blak nodes, some may not ontribute tothe graph's onnetivity. Now we an further identify redundant blak nodes from thoseblak nodes by looking at dominating set property. De�ne loop-forming neighbors as whiteneighbors of a blak node v whih an be overed by another blak node u, as in Figure(). Note that every other white neighbor will be overed by a blak node anyway. Forevery pair (v; u) of blak nodes, there are always three possible ases: 1) floop-formingneighbors of vg � floop-forming neighbors of ug as in (d), or 2) floop-forming neighbors ofvg = floop-forming neighbors of ug as in (), or 3) none of the above.For the ase 1), we an remove v safely sine every neighbor of v will be dominatedby another blak node. For the ase 2), we an remove only one of v or u sine everyloop-forming neighbor of v or u needs at least one of v or u to over it. And for the ase3), we don't remove v nor u sine removing any of v or u may break the dominating set.We will deploy this loal optimization sheme in our algorithm whih will be desribed inthe next subsetion.
4.3 AlgorithmIn this subsetion, our algorithm for interonneting blak nodes will be desribed. Asstated earlier, we distinguish blak nodes and blak nodes, but initially, blak nodes andblak nodes are the same. Our algorithm onsists of �ve phases: initial phase, gray phase,blak phase, update phase, �nal phase.Figure 5 (a) and (b) are state diagrams for gray and blak nodes, respetively. In grayphase, only gray nodes multiast request messages to its blak neighbors. In blak phase,
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Figure 5: State diagram of gray and blak nodes
only blak nodes send response messages to its gray neighbors. In update phase, blaknodes who reeives a blakdone message initiate the update of its fragment and messagesare sent through blak nodes to other members in its fragment.Every node maintains loal variables fid, flevel. Every blak node maintains loalvariables g. fid and flevel of a node denotes the representative node's id and level of itsfragment, whih is the set of blak nodes that are onneted. flevel are updated in thesame way as in [7℄. g of a blak node ounts the number of its gray neighbors. Initially,every blak node has itself as its fid and 0 as its flevel. And every gray has null fid and0 as its flevel.Initial phase:Every node broadasts its olor and its blak neighbor list to its neighbors. Note thatevery gray node has at most 5 blak neighbors. If a gray node has at most one blakneighbor, it marks itself as white and multiasts to its blak neighbors a done message. Inthe following gray and blak phases, the ommuniation happens only between a gray node
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and its blak neighbors. In the update phase, the ommuniation happens only between ablak node and its blak neighbors.Gray, blak and update phase:Upon reeiving a done message, the blak node dereases g by 1. If a gray node has atleast one blak neighbor that has a di�erent fid or flevel from other blak neighbors'fid and flevel, it broadasts a blak message inluding its fid and flevel. Otherwise, itmarks itself as white and broadasts a done message. A blak node waits until it gets allmessages, either blak, done, or blakdone from its gray neighbors and deides whih graynode should be marked as blak as follows. Among the gray neighbors who sent a blakmessage, the one whih has the largest flevel will be seleted. If two grey neighbors havethe same flevel, then selet the one with more blak neighbors. If tie happens, the onewith a higher degree wins and if still tie happens, the one with a higher id wins. The blaknode sends bak to the seleted gray neighbor an aepted message. And the blak nodesends bak pending messages to the remaining gray neighbors. If a blak node reeivesblakdone, it initiates the update phase and multiasts updateF message inluding fleveland fid to its blak or blak neighbors. Whenever a node reeives updateF, it updates itsflevel and fid and relay the message to its blak or blak neighbors. When a node doesnot have neighbor to relay the message, it multiasts updateFdone and this message is sentbak to the initiator. A gray node waits until it gets all responses from all of its blakneighbors. If all reeived messages are aepted, the gray node marks itself as blak andupdates its flevel and fid and broadasts a blakdone message whih inluding its fleveland fid. If the gray node reeives at least one rejeted message, it marks itself as white andbroadasts a done message. Otherwise, the gray node waits for updateFdone messages fromall of its blak neighbors. After that, the gray node broadasts blak again. If a blak nodereeives blakdone message from its gray neighbor, it updates its flevel and fid to those ofthe gray neighbor and dereses g by 1. Whenever a blak node has zero as g and reeivesupdateFdone, it broadasts ompleted. The gray, blak and update pahses ends when g ofevery blak node reahes zero and every update of fragment is done. After the gray,blak
12



and update phase, every node partiipates in the �nal phase.Final phase:This phase is for loal optimization. blak node broadasts a white message inludingits blak neighbor list. After this broadast, every white node knows whether it is a loop-forming neighbor of its blak neighbor or not. Eah white node sends to its blak neighbora LFN message saying if it's a loop-forming neighbor of the blak neighbor or not. Nowevery blak node maintains a loop-forming neighbor list and multiasts to white neighborsa white message inluding the list. White nodes and blak nodes selet redundant blaknodes based on the property in subsetion 4.2. After the seletion, the nodes sends aeptedto the seleted blak nodes and rejeted to the rest. If a blak node reeives all aepted oris a leaf node, it marks itself as white and broadasts �nalized. Otherwise, it only broadasts�nalized.
Lemma 6 The above proedure has a message omplexity of O(n log n), where n is thenumber of hosts in the network.
Proof. We use notations V , VB to denote the set of hosts in the networks and the set ofblak hosts in the networks. Note that any gray node at any step has at most �ve blakneighbors. In the initial phase, every node will broadast its olor and some gray nodes maysend done messages to its blak neighbors, so there will be at most 6jV j = O(n) messages.Messages in the gray, blak and update phase an be ounted as follows: We an use thesimilar argument as in [7℄ sine we followed their sheme to onstrut a minimum spanningtree. The only di�erene is that we do not use test messages whih an ount up to 2E,where E is the number of edges, and instead we use O(n) messages between blak nodesand gray nodes to deide whether a gray node will be rejeted or not. And eah white nodeours only when fragment inrements. Sine the fragment level an be up to log n, thenumber of messages used for rejetion will be O(n log n). So, the total number of messagesin those phases will be O(n log n). In the �nal phase, every blak nodes broadast a mes-sage and its neighbors send bak messages, so there will be at most jVBj = O(n) messages.
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Therefore, in total, the message omplexity will be O(n log n). �
Now we are ready to present our 7-approximation algorithm for MCDS. We �rst elet aleader using the algorithm in [4℄. Then onstrut an MIS using the algorithm in [10℄. Andonstrut a CDS interonneting the MIS using the above proedure.

Theorem 1 The set of blak nodes formed by the above algorithm is a 7-approximation forMCDS. And the message omplexity is O(n log n).
Proof. Let V (T ) be the set of blak nodes formed by the above algorithm and S bethe set of Steiner points in T and C� be the optimal solution of MCDS for the set of giventerminals. Then,jV (T )j = jRj+ jSj� jRj+ 3jS�j+ 1 . . . by Lemma 2� 4jC�j � 1 + 3jS � j+ 1 . . . by Lemma 4� 4jC�j � 1 + 3jC�j+ 1 . . . by Lemma 5= 7jC�jTherefore V (T ) is a 7-approximation for MCDS.Leader eletion requires O(n log n) messages and so does MIS onstrution. Also, our pro-edure to onstrut a CDS requires O(n log n) messages. Therefore, the algorithm requiresO(n log n) messages. �

5 Simulation
We implemented three algorithms, Wan's [10℄, Cardei's [1℄ and ours, and ompared thesimulation results. In this setion, Wan's algorithm, Cardei's algorithm and our algorithmwill be denoted as WAN, CARDEI and MIN.WAN and CARDEI are the best shemes with onstant performane ratios in literature.Both of them have performane ratios of 8. WAN has a message omplexity of O(logn)and CARDEI has a message omplexity of O(n ��), where � is the maximum degree.
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In our simulation, N hosts are randomly generated in a X�Y square units spae. Here,the graph is generated to be onneted. N is hosen from 20, 50, 100 and X, whih is thesame as Y , is hosne from 100, 1000, 1000 and the transmission range R is hosen from 25,50. We ran the three algorithms 100 times on di�erent sets of parameters. Table 1 showsthe simulation results.The simulation result shows that our algorithm outperforms bothWAN and CARDEI forevery ombination of parameters. This is beause of our loal optimization whih e�etivelyremoves redundant blak nodes from the dominating set. The results before the optimizationare not inluded in the table, but we found that our loal optimization redues at least 15%of blak nodes. Figure 6 depits eah run for the sets of parameters (N , X, R). (a) showsthe runs for (20, 100, 25), (b) for (50, 1000, 50) and () for (100, 10000, 50).
6 Conlusions
In this paper, we presented a 7-approximation for the MCDS problem. Our performaneratio of 7 is the best among published approximations. And it has the same messageomplexity of O(n log n) as that in [10℄. Our approximation handles the problem whenevery host is stable and has the same transmission range. Our future work is to study thesame problem for an environment where hosts are moving and/or transmission ranges di�erfrom hosts to hosts.
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N X R Avg. Deg. Max. Deg. WAN CARDEI MIN vs WAN vs CARDEI20 100 25 6.096 9.96 8.3 7.44 5.6 67.47% 75.27%20 100 50 9.882 15.22 5.06 4.34 2.95 58.30% 67.97%50 100 25 10.0588 18.04 15.78 13.38 11.36 71.99% 84.90%50 100 50 24.1028 38.57 6.12 5.29 3.8 62.09% 71.83%100 100 25 17.0504 29.66 19.16 15.78 14.65 76.46% 92.84%100 100 50 47.9818 78.14 6.8 5.92 4.66 68.53% 78.72%20 1000 25 4.926 8.47 10.16 9.19 7.24 71.26% 78.78%20 1000 50 5.173 9 9.82 9.02 7.02 71.49% 77.83%50 1000 25 6.8388 13.14 21.82 19.24 16.3 74.70% 84.72%50 1000 50 7.1024 13.88 21.16 19.12 15.9 75.14% 83.16%100 1000 25 8.9088 18.72 37.9 33.08 29.63 78.18% 89.57%100 1000 50 9.0824 18.53 36.96 31.73 28.34 76.68% 89.32%20 10000 25 4.746 8.27 10.3 9.59 7.63 74.08% 79.56%20 10000 50 4.809 8.55 10.08 9.22 7.23 71.73% 78.42%50 10000 25 6.6852 13.06 22.6 19.81 16.85 74.56% 85.06%50 10000 50 6.548 12.9 22.68 20.14 17.03 75.09% 84.56%100 10000 25 8.536 18.1 39.12 33.84 30.2 77.20% 89.24%100 10000 50 8.6036 18.16 38.72 33.88 30.16 77.89% 89.02%Table 1: Comparison of results
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Figure 6: Simulation runs
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